WAINWRIGHT TO VISIT CPS

Honorary Degree of Doctor of Military Science To Be Awarded To General Jonathan M. Wainwright on Wednesday, November 19th.

CPS will honor General Jonathan M. Wainwright during his visit to the city of Tacoma, with the award of an honorary degree of Doctor of Military Science.

A. R. H. Thompson, president of the college, made this announcement after the faculty recommended this honor to the Board of Trustees, who concurred.

The College to Present General with Degree

Following the reading of the citation, General Wainwright will address the invited guests who will address the assembly and friends of the College following receipt of his Honorary Degree. Then he in turn will make awards of merit to Pierce County men who have contributed to the war effort and Comrade.

A prize for the "best-dressed" of the party will be awarded, according to Helen Mahoney and Mike Jayko, prize committee.

In charge of the decorations are Marie Oppa, chairman, and Carl Arness, co-chairman, John Larson and Helen Thomas are handling the tickets, while Ken Hagott is in charge of the music.

"Be sure to come. Who knows? You might be the highest bid there and win the prize," declared Jane Parkinson, who with Merrill Beta, is heading the publicity committee.

Jane Parker and Jerry Baker are cochairs of the entertainment and the cleanup committee is headed by Hazel Haney and Dick Eckert.

"Last, but not least," says Molly Schilling, "are the refreshments." With Fred Holm, she is co-chairman of the refreshment committee.

OFFICERS ESTABLISH NEW OFFICE HOURS

Office hours, now established by the ABCPS officers, are as follows:

- Ruth Ann Dowdred, president - Mon., Wed., Fri., 3-5 p.m. and Tues., Thurs., and Fri., 3-5 p.m.
- Paul Packard, secretary - Mon., Wed., Fri., 3-5 p.m. and Tues., Thurs., and Fri., 3-5 p.m.
- Dave Curnen - Mon.-Thurs., 3-5 p.m.
- According to Paul, these offices are to be for student conferences. Anyone with a problem is urged to "come in and talk it over," whether it's algebra, world history, or life in general.

THANKSGIVING DAY TO BE VACATION FOR ENTIRE COLLEGE

Turkey and cranberries will reign supreme during the latter part of next week, when students and faculty will enjoy a four-day (if one also counts the work-end) Thanksgiving holiday.

The vacation period will start on Wednesday immediately after classes are over. Classes will not meet again on Monday, November 26. With this coming Monday also a holiday, because of the General Wainwright program, there will be only two days of college left in the calendar week.

Next vacation on the list is the annual Christmas Recital from Dec. 20th to Jan. 2nd. Closed period will follow shortly after. It is to be Jan. 11 to 24, with examination beginning on Jan. 25. Jan. 31 will mark the end of the fall semester.
OFF BEAT

By the EdNote

It doesn't seem like much has passed since the first radio broadcast by our college occurred Thursday night at 4:06, over KMO, the music department's station. This is the third day of its Sounding Book (chref). Our listeners have talked to you when you were absent, and the students' own newscasts are available over the radio, probably in some small station.

We have listened to the broadcast, and it has been a source of information for us. The news has been presented in an entertaining manner, and it has helped us stay connected with the college.

The EdNote is a publication of the college and is open to any who wish to contribute. It is read by students and faculty alike, and it provides a platform for discussing various topics.

The EdNote is also available on the college's website, where it can be accessed by anyone interested in reading it. It is a valuable resource for keeping up with the latest news and events at the college.

The EdNote is published weekly, and it is always a treat to read. We encourage everyone to contribute to it and to support the college by listening to its radio broadcasts.

Newspaper Staff

The newspaper staff is made up of dedicated students who work hard to produce a quality publication. They work together as a team to bring you the best news and features possible.

The newspaper is available online, and it can be accessed by anyone interested in reading it. It is a valuable resource for keeping up with the latest news and events at the college.

The newspaper is published weekly, and it is always a treat to read. We encourage everyone to support the college by reading it and sharing it with others.
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The newspaper is published by the college and is available online. It is a valuable resource for keeping up with the latest news and events at the college.

The newspaper is published weekly, and it is always a treat to read. We encourage everyone to support the college by reading it and sharing it with others.
Canada Discussed
In I. R. C. Meeting;
Canadian Guests

"Tens Canadians are really people... and they even listen to Charlie McCarthy on Sunday night." Such was the run of conversation at the recent International Relations Club meeting. Guest speakers for the evening were Wilma Reed and Gloria Clapp, students from Canada. The program was in the form of a panel discussion with the Club members pitting questions in here and there.

Of particular interest to the students was the discussion and description of the Canadian government and political parties. There are five major ones, and the groups, are for party primarily, not the individual. That is, if the party has the majority of votes, their candidates will be in the parliament.

Confirmed by Dr. Tomlinson, who spent three weeks at the University of British Columbia during the summer, was the feeling that Canada wants to become a nation on her own. Both of the girls expressed similar opinions, emphasizing that this feeling is not predominant among the younger generation. Canadians, in fact, do not feel generation of Canadians is more nationalistic than the others. They are really of the same generation, not so much British subjects.

KAPPA PHI GIRLS
PLAN HOUSE PARTY

"The girls plan to have a party, and they even listen to Charlie McCarthy on Sunday night." Such was the run of conversation at the recent International Relations Club meeting. Guest speakers for the evening were Wilma Reed and Gloria Clapp, students from Canada. The program was in the form of a panel discussion with the Club members pitting questions in here and there.

Of particular interest to the students was the discussion and description of the Canadian government and political parties. There are five major ones, and the groups, are for party primarily, not the individual. That is, if the party has the majority of votes, their candidates will be in the parliament.

Confirmed by Dr. Tomlinson, who spent three weeks at the University of British Columbia during the summer, was the feeling that Canada wants to become a nation on her own. Both of the girls expressed similar opinions, emphasizing that this feeling is not predominant among the younger generation. Canadians, in fact, do not feel generation of Canadians is more nationalistic than the others. They are really of the same generation, not so much British subjects.

---

Methodist Youth Conclave Elects Students From C P S

The bi-annual Methodist Youth Conclave of the Pacific Northwest was held in Spokane at the Central Methodist church this past week-end, November 9, 10, 11. Registrations topped 683 youths, of which 291 were college students, from all parts of Washington and Northern Idaho. All delegates were entertained in homes.

CPS students elected to offices are:
- president—Mary Ann Truitt;
- secretary—Mary Lou Elliott; and
- treasurer—Marshall Campbell.

Mary Ann is also president of the Pacific Northwest Student Movement. For this reason she is automatically one of three vice presidents of the Conference and therefore present at all meetings.

Two great and outstanding leaders of the nation were conclave guests. Dr. Karl Dowse, who is president of the San Houston College in Texas was one of the speakers. Perry Bult and his wife, Pamco, a metropolitan singer, flew by plane from New York. He is head of the greatest outstanding youth leaders of this day. He was born and raised in Aberdeen, Wash, and is now attending school in Chicago.

The students not separately from the other, but in a student movement organization was then launched. The first student conference in connection with this will be held this spring in Ellensburg.
Dance Ends Successful Homecoming

Clipped from a formal dance held in the SUB, three days of homecoming activities including the presentation of a play, a banquet, a scavenger hunt and the crowning of a queen, took place last November 1, 2 and 3.

Joy Adams, Lambda Sigma Chi, chose Joe as queen after she received the title at the coronation Friday night, while her princesses were Ruth Beasom, Betty Jane Capps, Merriell Bets and Helen Havert. Clair Candler was crowned maid at the same time. Harold Murphy, whose name was formerly omitted, served as one of the escort.

Wrens of the scavenger hunt, the freshmen, presented a song written by Kelly Hamilton and Harold Barer. The whole, representing the combined efforts of Kelly, Leonard, Harold Simons, Jeanne Miles and Anita Stebbins, are as follows:

"ON TO VICTORY"
Come on and fight for all you've got,

We're proud that you're from Puget Sound.
You are the best that ever can be found.

Be sure and give them all you've got,

Good luck and victory to the West.

Chorus:
On to victory! On to victory!

We'll never fail; we'll never die.

All our opponents for Alma Mater,

On to victory! On to victory!

We'll give a cheer, boys;
We'll never fear, boys,
We'll win, we'll win!

"I want to thank everyone who helped in making this homecoming a success," said Dorcas Eganino, homecoming chairman. In charge
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THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL Friday, November 16

W. A. A.

Mrs. Johnson is really kept on her toes when those enthusiastic and clever gift basketball players get together. Do they go to town? I'll say they do— it's a fight to the finish.

Mary Wright and Dorothy Schat, both freshmen, proves this by their eagerness as guards to jump for those balls and hang on. You can tell when those two girls are in the game by the continuous yelling of "Jump ball! Jump ball!

Spirit is certainly not lacking in any of the four class teams represented on the basketball team. East Friday only four freshman girls showed up to compete against our mighty juniors. The situation looked dark. They had the chance of forgetting to the upperclassmen or playing as they stood. That spark of spirit came through, and they played hard. You've heard the saying, "Good things come in small packages." This is especially true of our little K. J. Cipps. You should see her
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 coffees are Dr. Bath and Schade.

Debate question for this year

Resolved—that the foreign policy of the United States should be based on free trade throughout the world.

The tournament outcomes, to which is subject, will be held from February 15 and 16—Hills Tournament here at CPS, with February 21 and 22—Junior College, next at LLand. Further

Sponsors Second CPS Exhibition

The Tacoma Art Club has sponsored the second art exhibition of the year in the Jones Hall galleries at CPS. It had no official opening, but it was held in both a large group of visitors atten-

A striking feature of the show is the sharp contrast in the work of the two exhibiting artists. Otis, Leno Linder's work is essentially modern in technique and feeling, while the other's, Frank Hamilton, is more pictorial and realistic. Leno Linder, a young Mexican artist born in Guadalajara, has painted in abstract, influenced by the jungles, the natives and the country life and festivities about him. His watercolor groupings combinations are painted upon wet pages in the warm, earth colors of Mexico, pinks and reds blended with the rich tropical greens.

The work of Frank H. Hamilton, exhibited in the upper galleries, is devoted almost exclusively to the American scene. It is more pictorial and less startling in color and in subject matter than the work of Linder. Hamilton, who lived quietly, painting for his own enjoyment, rarely bothered to exhib it his work, and it was only after his death a few years ago that his life's work became more widely known. His scenes are charming in effect and sound in color in form, with the paintings of city buildings, country hills and farms especially notable. Peter Cafferman, one of the well known artists of Smiths, was the speaker on Sunday afternoon.
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